Pervasiveness and complexity of modern software are challenging engineers to design applications able to guarantee the desired quality of service despite unpredictable runtime variations in their execution environment. A variety of techniques have been proposed in the last year for the design of self-adaptive applications; however, most of them is tailored to specific applications or can provide limited guarantees of effectiveness and dependability.
INTRODUCTION
The pervasiveness of software in every context of life is placing new challenges to Software Engineering. Highly dynamic environments, rapidly changing requirements, unpredictable and uncertain operating conditions are pushing new paradigms for software design, leveraging runtime adaptation mechanisms to overcome the lack of knowledge at design time and design more robust software [1, 2, 3] . Self-adaptive software systems are getting growing importance for their ability of continuously assuring their requirements in spite of dynamic, unpredictable, and uncertain execution environments. However, many of the current approaches lack the formal grounding needed to guarantee the effectiveness, robustness, and dependability of the adaptation mechanisms [4] .
Modern software should be already designed to deal with change. Runtime variations are not sporadic: a software that is written to be executed on one platform is then executed on another, with different resources that may be shared among many applications at the same time; users are unpredictable and may change their behavior due to external constraints; architectures are faulty Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). and may not provide the desired performance. Dealing with change is a complex problem. Some of the changes that occur in a modern software are under the control of the developer; others are under the control of the owner. In general, the complexity is induced by the presence of multiple stakeholders, with conflicting goals and by the vast number of actuators that these stakeholders can control in the system: clock speed, computing resources, idle time, caches, memory allocation, disk consumption.
All the existing systems to deal with change fall short on a few important points. These systems are also often tailored to a specific architecture and fail at portability. They are often developed ad hoc, studying the system behavior in certain conditions. Whenever the running conditions are modified, the provided solutions might misbehave. Finally, these systems usually do not provide theoretical and formal guarantees.
In the past decades, Control Theory developed a broad set of mathematically grounded techniques for adapting physical plants. Despite the parallel within the two adaptation problems is selfevident, defining control theoretical techniques for software adaptation places unprecedented challenges for both disciplines [5, 6, 7, 8] . Software engineers are required to abstract system behaviors into mathematical models suitable for control and to devise broadly applicable development processes taking "controllability" as a first class concern already from early stages of design [9, 10] . Control Theory, used to deal mostly with unchangeable physical laws and limited measurable quantities, has to readjust to a new playground where the "physics" of virtual environments is often a design choice, calling for a paradigm shift from classic control. Most of the attempts to apply "off-the-shelf" control theory to software applications have failed. It is indeed challenging to model software systems as dynamical system -i.e. by means of differential equations -because of the intrinsic non-linearity, the variety of usage profiles, and the interconnection of heterogeneous components.
Recently, several control theoretical adaptation techniques appeared in literature [11] , some focusing on specific parts of the feedback control loop (e.g., learning the system model), while other going through the entire feedback loop, including the automatic synthesis of the system model and the controller. In this Technical Briefing we will overview some broadly applicable state of the art techniques and demonstrate how they can be used to support the adaptivity of a variety of systems.
TOPICS
The main topics of the technical briefing will include: foundational definitions concerning Control Theory and self-adaptive systems, software behavior modeling from the two perspectives, system identification, PID and optimal control, and multi-objective control. Recommended course material will include an extended 2016 IEEE/ACM 38th IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering Companion version of the paper Control Theory meets Software Engineering presented at SEAMS 2015 [12] , plus additional material related to the specific topics.
The control design process will start with the definition of the goals of the system that will be used by the controller as feedback signals and to measure and quantify when the adaptive system is fulfilling its objectives. The process continues with the identification of the quantities that can be changed at runtime to realize the adaptation features, usually called "knobs" or "actuators". We will cover how to define a model for the system, based on these identified notions. In this section of the briefing we will describe the concept of control-theoretical software models. In fact, many of the control methods that will be described require a model in terms of a differential or difference equations which software engineers would not normally define. To model software systems mathematically, the numerous methods from system identification can be used. Broadly, these methods construct models using measurements. For software, building these models might be easier than for physical systems as running software is much cheaper and can be done faster. This means large amounts of data for identification purposes are easily available.
Given the model of the system, the next step in the briefing will be to synthesize a controller with the most appropriate method among the many different ones that control theory offers. Such a scheme will be complemented by auto-tuning, continuous learning and adaptive control.
A section of the briefing will be devoted to highlighting what kind of formal guarantees can be offered and how to formally derive the mathematical proofs of setpoint tracking, behavior during the transient phase, rejection of disturbances and robustness to inaccurate or delayed measurements. These theoretical guarantees will be mapped into the corresponding control properties of stability, absence of overshooting, settling time and robustness.
METHOD
The envisioned teaching method will alternate the presentation of the topics and their practical demonstration on a few small cases. The participants will get access to a code repository containing ready to use examples, useful both to see how the presented tools look like on code and to bring initial code snippets at home for their own projects.
RELEVANCE AND TIMELINESS
The growing number of publications in the last 5 years incorporating control theoretical results for self-adaptive software, both in specialized venues as SEAMS, ICAC, and SASO, and in broader ones as ICSE, ESEC/FSE, ASE, and ASPLOS, but also the growing number of publications focusing on computing system appearing on large conferences in control, e.g., CDC, suggest a current and large interest of the two communities on the topic.
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